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Preview September 26th 6pm til late
Art Licks Weekend preview and Sci-Fi Paganism zine launch October 2nd 6pm til late

Sc-Fi Paganism zine includes words and texts by Rowena Harris / Cathy Haynes /
Dean Kenning / Lawrence Lek / Plastique Fantastique / Lucy A Sames

Tomb, Shrine, Survey-Marker, Spare-Part considers sculptural objects as tacit technological devices with 
the ability to transcend verbal language and cultural referents to communicate across space/time/lifeforms 
as futuristic standing stones. Taking John McCracken’s minimalist sculptural ‘planks’ and their 
apocryphal quasi-religious appearance in Stanley Kubrick’s ’2001: A Space Odyssey’ as a starting point, 
the exhibition considers the science fiction Monolith (of Kubrick / Arthur C Clarke) as one such 
transcendent sculptural object.

Tomb, Shrine, Survey-Marker, Spare-Part is the second in the series ‘Sci-Fi Paganism’, a programme 
exploring mythological communications between artists and thinkers with real/imagined extra-terrestrial  
life forms through their sincere cultural practices of the 1960s/70s counterculture.

Part 1 of Sci-Fi Paganism, The Starseed Transmission took place at Enclave in September 2013 and 
featured Sovay Berriman, Rowena Harris, Dean Kenning Inês Rebelo and Plastique Fantastique. 

The initial idea for Tomb, Shrine, Survey-Marker, Spare Part came out of a conversation with the artist Ben Cove, October 2013. 

Supported by the Arts Council England.

Part of The Art Licks Weekend and Deptford X. Shortlisted for ArtQuest Worksweek Prize 2014.

With generous support of Stone Interiors, Greenwich.



Further information: 

Sam Austen (b. 1986, London, UK). Austen graduated with a BA in Fine Art from Chelsea College of Art & Design (2009) 
and begins studying at the Royal Academy Schools in 2014. Austen's practice experiments with image composition and early 
abstract film techniques. Recent shows include A Cool Drink To Cheek, Plaza Plaza, London (2014); Dreamland, Garis & 
Hahn, New York (2014); Such Animals, Paradise Row (2014); V22 Collection Show, V22, London (2013); Open Heart  
Surgery, The Moving Museum (2013); You Aren't Anything, You Are Everything, The Duchy, Glasgow (2012); TVOD 
Transition Gallery, London (2011); Angry Film, The Sunday Painter, London (2010). In 2009, Austen was awarded the ACME 
Studio Prize, Chelsea.  www.samausten.co.uk

Ben Cove (b. 1974 Melksham, Wiltshire, UK) was raised in Manchester and has lived and studied in Nottingham and 
Sheffield. Between 2001 and 2006 he worked from a studio in Manchester, relocating to London in 2006 where he currently  
lives and works.
An initial undergraduate degree in architecture has had a lasting legacy on his art practice, specifically in relation to notions of  
the construct, whether a physical thing or historic and personal narratives. Early work was made across a range of media often  
directly utilising appropriated material. Since his MA at Goldsmiths College, his practice has consisted largely of painting and 
sculpture, frequently conceived to form close coexisting relationships. The physicality of paintings as objects plays an 
important role in how works are made, hung or installed.  www.bencove.com

Cathy Haynes (b. 1973, Harborough Magna, UK) is a London-based artist, curator and writer. In 2014 she was Chisenhale 
Gallery's artist in residence in Victoria Park, London, making Stereochron Island, a research project re-imagining the park as  
an island campaigning to be recognized as a State Without Clocks. In 2013 she was Timekeeper in residence at UCL Petrie  
Museum of Egyptian Archaeology, leading an AHRC-supported research project into the objects that shape our sense of time.  
She has been Curator for Art on the Underground and Head of Interaction at Artangel. She studied at Cambridge and  
Goldsmiths.  www.cathyhaynes.org

Lawrence Lek 陆明龙 (b. Frankfurt am Main, 1982) explores, and creates, utopian visions. His prototypes, simulations, and 
installations reflect the spatial language of collective consciousness, in particular our altered sense of freedom within, and 
control over, virtual worlds. A continuous rewriting of symbols, territories, and narrative structures occurs throughout his work 
as a surrogate for this dialogue.
Drawing from the lyrical and physical nature of specific sites, he works through a cyclical process of making - rendering  
physical environments, fabricating digital models, and appropriating representational media. The conflict between an ideal  
universe and the reality it is based upon remains tangible to the viewer, creating an awareness of a world that is always  
becoming real.
Recent exhibitions include Tabularium, Slopes, Melbourne (2014); Raytracer, The White Building (2014); Bodyscape, Parasol 
Unit Foundation for Contemporary Art (2014); Penthouse 4C, Barbican Centre (2013); Glass Idols, Victoria & Albert Museum 
(2013) and Art Redistribution Group, Arcadia Missa (2011).  www.lawrencelek.com

Superlative TV
Superlative TV began in 2012 as a pirate television station, broadcasting in the frequencies left fallow following the digital  
switchover. They now operate as a politically engaged moving image production company.  www.superlativetv.com

/

Enclave
Enclave is an artist-run infrastructure in Deptford, South London, that aims to promote contemporary visual art practices from 
both young and established artists and curators from London and much further afield. Enclave comprises three spaces: the  
Enclave Gallery, Guest Projects Space and Machine Party, and additionally accommodates seven independent project spaces  
who each pursue their own autonomous public programmes. 
Launched in June 2012 and based on the 'incubator' model common in the design industry, Enclave is a professionalised arts 
infrastructure where artists and curators can establish long-term, secure project spaces and benefit from the shared communal  
assets provided by the infrastructure - including meeting space, shared equipment and tools and a central web portal as well as  
the less tangible aspects such as audience-sharing and an informal support network. 
Enclave is a not-for-profit venture, and operates under the registered charity umbrella of temporarycontemporary (no.  
1123395). Current projects onsite include news of the world (The Centre of Attention); Divus LONDON; Third Text; ]
performance s p a c e[ ; Lubomirov-Easton; Call & Response and Victory Press.  www.EnclaveProjects.com


